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We're talking all about Instagram here.
 
Instagram has grown massively over the past couple of years and 
there's a few things to consider when you're thinking about how you 
might use Instagram for your business.
 
Firstly brand matters - so we're going to be looking at how you can 
create your own brand style on instagram.
 
It's a platform to showcase what you do, the way you do it, the 
difference you make and also importantly how to buy it.
 
The only clickable link on Instagram is on your bio - so you're going to 
have to get creative about how you get people off instagram onto 
your website to find out about your products and services.
 
Plus people are going onto Instagram with a buyers mindset - which 
is good for you!
 
What this means is that people don't mind people selling them things 
on Instagram. Where is can feel a little icky on platforms like 
Facebook - instagram loves sales.
 
In fact it loves them so much that if you sell products you can make 
your posts shoppable - so people can instantly see how much your 
product is and click straight through to your website.
 
But rolling out from America is 'checkout with Instagram' where your 
customers can buy your products on insta bypassing Etsy!
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Ok so how does Instagram work in practice?
 
Well it's an app based platform - which essentially means you can do 
very little on your laptop or computer - most of the functions are 
mobile based.
 
So you're going to have to have it on your phone.
 
You can have several accounts on your phone app and switch 
between them, so if you have a personal and a business account you 
can easily move from one to the other.
 
A word of caution here. Most people I work with who have both a 
business and a personal account suffer a lot of paralysis because they 
can't decide what photo should be put on which account.
 
Unless you have a really clear idea of what constitutes business and 
personal, I'd just have one account - a business one.
 
Watch the video on setting up your profile to look at how to switch 
your personal account to a business account.
 
You need a compelling bio - one that makes people want to follow 
you - so think about what makes what you do interesting to other 
people and the type of content you are likely to share.
 
You only get space for one clickable url on your bio - so think do you 
want this to go to your homepage, products page, etsy store, 
podcast? If you have multiple place look at the free tool linktr.ee
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Ok so how does Instagram work?
 
So there are 3 main things you can do with Instagram.
 
1. Post a picture
2. Post up a story
3. Post a video on IGTV
 
And here's how they work!
 
Post a picture
 
You're going to want to think about pictures that tell they story of 
your business. You want to think about your brand, what elements 
you want to bring in.
 
People essentially want to see inspirational pictures on instagram of 
nice vistas, animals, homes, food or people's faces.  Positive words 
created on apps like wordswag (costs a little bit, but well worth the 
money) work well too.
 
We also want to use up to 30 hashtags too to make our posts 
searchable by others, so we can get more engagement and new 
followers interested in us.
 
We'll talk about brand in a bit!
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Post up a story
 
Stories are massive in Instagram. While the pictures you post up on 
your profile want to be on brand and inspirational, your stories can 
be a lot messier and more what's happening behind the scenes.
 
Instagram love stories, and so if you use them for your business you'll 
see your engagement on your posts and followers increase.
 
So if you're going to use Instagram for your business it would be silly 
to ignore stories.
 
Plus there are a whole heap of people who don't even scroll down 
the newsfeed on Instagram - they just scroll through the stories!
 
There are so many ways to make stories fun too - from stickers to 
gifs, to writing - watch the video on stories to find out more!
 
Post up a video on IGTV
 
You can post videos filmed on your phone in portrait that are less 
than 10 minutes long.
 
Once these are posted, you can choose to add an clip of the video in 
your posts and create a story with a link to your IGTV.
 
I generally download the lives I have created on Facebook and use 
these to post to IGTV - this is one of the few things you can do on 
your laptop too!
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Creating a brand style is super important on Instagram - you want 
to be recognisable, you want people to be able to know posts come 
from you, and you want your profile to look slick!
 
First take a look at these accounts and write down what you see if 
their pictures and what words come to mind.
 
@mich.elle.imagery

@claireelizabethcreates
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@wernchat

@andy_the_illustrator

@debbiedooodah - I had to!
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Now think about 5 words that you want to represent your brand - 
that could be colours, style, filters, imagery, backgrounds.....

why not post up any other Instagram accounts that you love in the 
Facebook page and tell us what you like about them!
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Right, here goes!!
 
Hashtags are super important on Instagram - they are how your 
posts can found by more people - who could ask for me!
 
You can use up to 30 hashtags on each posts.
 
So you're going to want to do some research about the hashtags 
that are good for your industry.
 
Think about keywords that people might use for you - for examples 
#photography #womeninbusiness #illustration #ceramics #knitwear
 
Now you want to do some searching!
 
You can search on instagram (hint - you might want to copy and 
paste good lists so you can use them for your business. So open 
instagram on a web browser - either on your laptop or on your 
phone. You can't copy instagram lists on the phone app! I paste 
good hashtags lists in my 'google keep', but you might have a 
different app that you use - like trello for example)
 
Once you search for a hashtag on instagram see what lists the top 
search results are using - they are generally good, as they've 
managed to wind up at the top.
 
There are also plenty of apps to help with this like hishhash and 
website like hastagify that you can also use to search.
 
And remember add your hashtags in the first comment, not the 
caption of your post!
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Search
 
You can search for instagram accounts or hashtags to follow by 
clicking on the search function and looking for a keyword.
 
You can search under hashtags, locations and people.
 
Cross posting
 
I often cross post from Instagram to my Facebook business page - 
however I don't cross post everything.
 
I have learnt through my Facebook insights which instagram posts 
people also like on Facebook - and they are generally the behind 
the scenes in my life type of posts.
 
However I do cross post every Instagram post to twitter. Twitter is 
a fast moving platform, so the more posts the merrier!
 
I don't do this within the Instagram app though.
 
I use a website called ifttt.com - this enables me to create an app 
which posts my instagram images to twitter - and works everytime 
once I've created the applet!
 
 
 
 
 
 


